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4.1 Profiles of the participants – 80
**SHG women**

- Bina towards her daughter Disha: *A propagator of SHG and is determined to prepare her daughter for any crisis in life*

- Alpana towards her daughter Nupur: *Leading a federation of SHG and determined to invest all her savings on education of two daughters*

- Saroja towards her daughter Tanya: *Enthusiastic about small saving SHG offers and valuing time for the education of her children than anything else*

- Devika towards her daughter Lopa: *Experiencing avenues of earning through SHG and determined to support her daughter’s vocational education*

- Anjana towards her daughter Lavanya: *Supports the family and determined to make her daughter self-reliant.*

- Namita towards her daughter Tanvi: *Sincere, hardworking and determined to educate her daughters.*

- Damini towards her daughter Tripti: *Active, outgoing and determined to support the education of her daughter despite erratic income of the family.*

**Non-SHG women**

- Dhanshri towards her daughter Shaili: *Dismisses SHG as a structure for empowerment but dreams to fulfill all the demands of her only daughter.*

- Nisha towards her daughter Unnati: *Finds difficult in transitioning herself from very long confinement but encourages her daughter to fulfill the dream set by her father.*

- Charu towards her daughter Chhavi: *Precarious financial condition compelled her to push her daughter into a kind of bonded labour*

- Bhaavani towards her daughter Laxmi: *Happily accepted the status gifted to her by her husband and sets a goal at par with sons for her daughter*

- Bela towards her daughter Aarzoo: *Subverting patriarchy from within but dreams a different and better life for her daughter*

- Achala towards her daughter Neha: *Nourishing patriarchy silently, but dreams better status for her daughter*

- Bijula towards her daughter Shital: *hopeful of joining SHG one day but carries the traditional gender biased role for her daughter*
4.2 Emerging themes

4.2.1 Theme 1: Empowerment through SHG --- A structure to Rediscover herself

-4.2.1.1 Crisis - Attitudinal Predilections  
-4.2.1.2 SHG as the a proximal structural arrangement – a ray of hope  
-4.2.1.3 Increasing familial cohesion and happiness  
-4.2.1.4 Building self-confidence- Exploring her abilities to face the world.  
-4.2.1.5 Decision making- Status enhancement

4.2.2 Theme 2: Empowered Mother-Aspiring and nurturing the Girl child.

-4.2.2.1 Aspiration chased by tender mind  
-4.2.2.2 Nourishing preadolescence with education (formal/vocational)-making way to financial independence  
-4.2.2.3 Nourishing preadolescence with nutrition and health-A reflection on food habit, awareness and affordability at large.  
-4.2.2.4 Getting help from small hand- participation in domestic. activities- It’s facets

4.2.3 Theme 3: Empowerment is a process- It’s translation and factors at play.

-4.2.3.1 Girl child- Looking up to mother  
-4.2.3.2 SHG is a structure on play  
-4.2.3.3 Location- Adds advantage to the attitude towards daughter  
-4.2.3.4 Gender disparity- A spontaneous and unintentional reflection in Upbringing.  
-4.2.3.5 Patriarchy- A ubiquitous dimension on play on status of mother

Chapter 5: Summary, Conclusion, Limitation and Recommendation

5.1 Summary & Conclusion  
5.2 Limitation  
5.3 Recommendation
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